
Visit to Bombay High Court, Mumbai Brench, Mumbai 

 

DES’s SNFLC always endeavoured to provide first-hand experience by bridging the gap 

between the practical and theoretical approach of Law.  Students are enriched with different 

field visits.  

The students of D.E.S Navalmal Firodia Law college visited  Bombay High court on 19th April 

2023 and 21st April 2023 . Total 75 Students had visited Bombay High Court along with Dr. 

Archana Lahoti , Asst. Prof. Jyoti Shete , Asst Prof. Prithviraj Chavan on 19th April 2023 .  On 

21st April 2023 , Total 75 Students  had visited Bombay High Court along with Dr. Archana 

Lahoti , Asst Prof. Suraj Chakore and Asst Prof Aditi Kulkarni. 

Students started their journey station at 7:10 a.m. via Deccan Queen, train journey of 

approximate 03:25 hours and reached at  CSMT station at around 10:00 a.m. which was  fun 

filled experience for the students .  

As soon as the students reached the Bombay High Court ,  the students were assignment in two   

groups . Each group visited Bombay High Court Museum and Bombay High Court library 

respectively and exchanged once the visit of particular section was over. Students learnt about 

glorious history of establishment of Bombay High court and astonished to see how well 

preserved the museum . Students witnessed model of The Bombay High Court Building , 

building architecture , stone cut embellishments on pillars and two stone plaques on the 

building’s main staircase , one of them of Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s last words during 

his trail in 1908 respectively.  Museum guide narrated about history of Bombay high Court and 

showcased its exhibits  . Students were mesmerized by witnessing the things which were 

preserved such as  letters written by great persons, paintings of known personalities etc. 

Other group visited Bombay High Court Judge’s Library . It was a huge collection of various 

services such as Catalogues , blogs , subject guides, bills ,statutes , notifications ,Indian 

Hudgements etc.  

Then groups were formed to observe proceedings of different Courts.Students  observed 

proceedings in different Courts and  they were asked to take notes regarding observation of 

court. 



Then students  visited one of the most important    historic central courtroom where the famous 

trial of Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak took place in 1908. The Magnificent and stunning 

architecture of all the buildings impressed the students . Students also  saw the preserved 

arrangements of the Jury system then prevailing in that courtroom.  

In  the afternoon , everyone proceeded for Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sanghralay which 

is situated in the beautiful lanes of Colaba. Around one hour students explored the museum 

and the beautiful art work , ancient collection and much more present there. Students were 

thrilled to see a huge collection of Indian miniatures and other important antiquities, more 

particularly, the Maratha textiles, arms and armour from the collection of Seth Purshottam 

Mavji 

In evening , everyone proceeded for CSMT again for the departure train scheduled at 5:10 . 

Return journey started with some yummy snacks arranged by college and everyone sharing 

their experiences to each other.Students reached Pune station at 8:25 pm with lots of memories 

and knowledge of Judicial proceedings and how actually High court works 
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